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International Hospital Federation
The voice of the International Healthcare Community

WWW.IHF-FIH.ORG
The IHF is an international organization representing national hospitals and health care organizations from all over the world

• Fulfilling our vision to be a world leader in facilitating the exchange of strategic knowledge and experience in the hospitals and health care delivering sector

• The voice of the hospitals and healthcare delivery industry and their decision makers in the World Health Organization and major international health organizations

• Sharing universal values for improved performance of health care services and better access to care for the population

• Providing its members with many opportunities for networking: Annual Congress, Journal, Website, etc.
• Support organizations in the promotion and delivery of healthcare
• Promote interaction among different health system actors
• Sharing of knowledge and experiences
• Support creation of new national hospital associations
• Dissemination of evidence-based information
• Help hospital decision-makers define strategies
MEMBERSHIP

**Full Membership**: any association or organizational body deemed representative of the healthcare organizations, in particular but not exclusively hospitals, in a country or a circumscribed region of the world.

**Associate Membership**: healthcare organizations, in particular but not exclusively hospitals, and other institutions having a distinct relationship with the provision of healthcare, who are not eligible for Full Membership.

**Honorary Members**: for life is awarded to persons or organizations who have rendered exceptional services to the IHF or distinguished themselves in the fields relating to the mission of the IHF.
IHF Leads ACTIVITIES

6-8 October 2015

IHF CHICAGO
39th World Hospital Congress

IHF NEWSLETTER

World Hospitals and Health Services
The Official Journal of the International Hospital Federation

IHF CEO CIRCLE

IHF SIG

IHF SURVEY
Supporting recognition of excellence, innovations and outstanding achievements in global healthcare leadership and management

IHF- DR KWANG TAE KIM GRAND AWARD

Eligibility:
- IHF Full and Associate Members
- Demonstrated Fields of excellence and achievements at the level of a facility in multiple areas such as:
  - quality & patient safety
  - corporate social responsibility
  - innovations in service delivery at affordable cost
  - healthcare leadership and management practices

IHF EXCELLENCE AWARDS IN

1. Leadership and Management in Healthcare
2. Quality & safety and Patient-centered Care
3. Corporate Social Responsibility

Eligibility:
- IHF Members and Non-Members
- Demonstrated specifically excellence & achievements at the level of a unit or a facility in any of the 3 award categories
- Supported by evidences of results
IHF opportunities for GS1

• Hosting a session during IHF CHICAGO, the world hospital congress to showcase benefit of GS1 standards with examples from around the world

• Use IHF Survey to better understand where hospitals stand on codification and exchange of data - if using different standards why not adopting GS1 standards

• Share experiences or organize live discussion through IHF webinars

• Increase participation in IHF SIG through the GPO special interest group on the benefits of mainstreamed codification and alignments with providers

• Initiate an IHF WHITE PAPER or contribute to a special issue of the IHF quarterly journal on the enhancing traceability for better patient safety and cost containment

• Promote participation of healthcare GS1 users to submit entries in IHF international awards for quality and patient safety
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What is Resah-idf

Resah-idf was established in 2007 as a public, not-for-profit organization and is now one of the main key players of healthcare procurement in France.

Date of creation: 2007
Members: 140
Beds: 42,000
Scope: 1.5 B €/y

3 levels of activity
- International
- National
- Regional

Central Purchasing Body/ Joint procurement
Ressources & Expertise Center
Resah-idf: regional core business

- Funded by the Regional Health Authority of « Ile-de-France »

- Groups the purchases of 150 member hospitals and nursing homes
  - 42,000 beds
  - 1.5 billion € procurement/y
  - Partnership with AP-HP (the biggest university hospital in Europe)

- Purchases both medical and non-medical products and services

Mission of support for the RHA to set up a policy of innovation at a regional level (products, solutions, processes, organisation, ... )
概述

- Overview of the Resah-idf

关键项目

- Key project

进度报告

- Progress report
Objective: implementation of an e-catalogue by exchanging master data among the different actors

Healthcare actors need reliable product records:
• For regulatory purposes (UDI)
• To answer e-procurement requirements from their partners
• To get accurate clinical data
• To share the same language between suppliers, providers and health institutions in order to improve the supply chain efficiency and patient safety
To share the same language: need of one global standard

Synthetic Vision product sheets

Common standards to identify locations and products

- GLN 1
- GTIN A
- GTIN B
- GTIN C
- GLN 2

Common standards to exchange master data

- PRODUCT RECORD
- GS1 STANDARD DATA

- Dimensions
- GTIN
- Brand
- Target market
- Product name

Kocher forceps
Organization of the pilot project

Why build a pilot project?

- To evaluate the technical details of implementation
- To demonstrate how GS1 standards can improve and make more efficient the relationship between health institutions and suppliers

Public hospitals
French Military Health Service
Solution provider

Standard organization
Medical devices (MD/MDIV) companies
Pharmaceutical company
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Progress Report

Current actions

- Set up a pilot with different types of medical products to get an overview of information needed in a hospital
- Set up an action planning for each stakeholder to collect internal data
- Definition of a globally approved list of trade item description
- Mapping of the trade item description list and GS1 standards
- Definition of test scenarios

Planification of work

- Get a trade item description for medical products with 3 levels of information:
  - basic e-procurement information
  - clinical and logistic information
  - UDI compliance
- Test phase between a supplier and a healthcare provider with the technical support of the solution provider
- Evaluation of the tests and adjustment of technical aspects if necessary
Thinking beyond UDI regulators’ needs

- Once actors speak the same language, we can prepare the future of global exchanges: sharing essential master data through the Global Data Synchronisation Network, maintained globally by GS1 AISBL.
- The GDSN network enables healthcare actors to share RELIABLE, UPDATED and STRUCTURED product information.